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Rapid Arctic warming drives profound change in the marine environment that have
significant socio-economic impacts within the Arctic and beyond, including climate
and weather hazards, food security, transportation, infrastructure planning and resource
extraction. These concerns drive efforts to understand and predict Arctic environmental
change and motivate development of an Arctic Region Component of the Global
Ocean Observing System (ARCGOOS) capable of collecting the broad, sustained
observations needed to support these endeavors. This paper provides a roadmap
for establishing the ARCGOOS. ARCGOOS development must be underpinned
by a broadly endorsed framework grounded in high-level policy drivers and the
scientific and operational objectives that stem from them. This should be guided
by a transparent, internationally accepted governance structure with recognized
authority and organizational relationships with the national agencies that ultimately
execute network plans. A governance model for ARCGOOS must guide selection of
objectives, assess performance and fitness-to-purpose, and advocate for resources.
A requirements-based framework for an ARCGOOS begins with the Societal Benefit
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Areas (SBAs) that underpin the system. SBAs motivate investments and define the
system’s science and operational objectives. Objectives can then be used to identify
key observables and their scope. The domains of planning/policy, strategy, and tactics
define scope ranging from decades and basins to focused observing with near real time
data delivery. Patterns emerge when this analysis is integrated across an appropriate
set of SBAs and science/operational objectives, identifying impactful variables and the
scope of the measurements. When weighted for technological readiness and logistical
feasibility, this can be used to select Essential ARCGOOS Variables, analogous to
Essential Ocean Variables of the Global Ocean Observing System. The Arctic presents
distinct needs and challenges, demanding novel observing strategies. Cost, traceability
and ability to integrate region-specific knowledge have to be balanced, in an approach
that builds on existing and new observing infrastructure. ARCGOOS should benefit
from established data infrastructures following the Findable, Accessible, Interoperable,
Reuseable Principles to ensure preservation and sharing of data and derived products.
Linking to the Sustaining Arctic Observing Networks (SAON) process and involving
Arctic stakeholders, for example through liaison with the International Arctic Science
Committee (IASC), can help ensure success.
Keywords: Arctic, observing system, Essential Ocean Variable, autonomous platforms, observing system design,
societal benefit areas, Sustaining Arctic Observing Networks, Global Ocean Observing System

highest mountains, from to the deepest part of the Arctic Ocean
through to the upper levels of the atmosphere (AMAP, 2017).
The speed of these changes is particularly worrying, as most have
occurred within a generation, thus making adaptation for the
people, animals and plants that live in the region particularly
challenging (Crépin et al., 2017).
It is fair to say that the Arctic marine environment has
borne the brunt of these changes. For example, a key indicator
of climate change, summertime sea ice extent, has declined
substantially. Satellite measurements have revealed that sea ice
extent has declined by roughly a half, due to melting and
export, since the late 1970s; with the 12 lowest minimum
sea ice extents all occurring in the last 12 years (Stroeve
and Notz, 2018). The remaining ice is thinner (Lindsay and
Schweiger, 2015) and more mobile (e.g., Rampal et al., 2011),
and the area of thick multiyear ice has significantly reduced
(Kwok, 2018). The Arctic is rapidly moving toward a seasonal
ice cover.
Regionally, a warmer Arctic will accelerate sea ice loss,
increase coastal erosion, alter ecosystem dynamics, increase
glacial runoff and enhance permafrost decay, thus impacting
the people (and infrastructure) that rely on the Arctic marine
environment for their livelihood (AMAP, 2017). These changes
are setting off complex chain reactions that have far-reaching
environmental, social and economic impacts extending far
beyond the region. A recent socio-economic analysis, performed
within the EU funded ICE-ARC (Ice, Climate, Economics- Arctic
Research on Change) program, calculated that compared with
previous estimates, acceleration of climate change driven by
thawing Arctic land permafrost and melting sea ice and land
snow could cause up to USD $70 trillion worth of extra economic
losses globally over the next three centuries under the levels of

INTRODUCTION
Motivation
Nowhere on Earth are the effects of climate change more
apparent than in the Arctic. Long-term temperature records
clearly show that the region is warming at more than double
the global average (Richter-Menge et al., 2018; Box et al., 2019),
an effect known as Arctic amplification. The rapid warming,
identified in early climate models (e.g., Manabe and Stouffer,
1980), impacts all areas of the Arctic, from the tundra to the
Abbreviations: AMAP, Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme;
ARCGOOS, Arctic Region Component of the Global Ocean Observing System;
CAFF, Conservation of Flora and Fauna; CBMP, Circumpolar Biodiversity
Monitoring Program; DA, Data Assimilation; DBO, Distributed Biological
Observatory; EAV, Essential ARCGOOS Variable; ECV, Essential Climate
Variable; EOV, Essential Ocean Variable; FOO, Framework for Ocean Observing;
FRAM, Frontiers in Arctic Marine Monitoring; GOOS, Global Ocean Observing
System; GEO, Group on Earth Observations; GEOBON, GEO Biodiversity
Observation Network; GEOCRI, GEO Cold Regions Initiative; GEOSS, Global
Earth Observation System of Systems; GRA, GOOS Regional Alliance; IAOAF,
International Arctic Observing Assessment Framework; IASC, International Arctic
Science Committee; IMOBAR, Impact Assessment on a Long-Term Investment
on Arctic Observations; INTAROS, Integrated Arctic Observation System; IOC,
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission; IOOS-AOOS, US Integrated
Ocean Observing System – Alaska Ocean Observing System; IPY, International
Polar Year; NABOS, Nansen and Amundsen Basins Observational System;
NR, Nature Run; OED, Optimal Experimental Design; OSE, Observing System
Experiment; OSSE, Observing System Simulation Experiment; PAG, Pacific
Arctic Group; PAME, Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment; POGO,
Partnership for Observation of the Global Ocean; SAON, Sustaining Arctic
Observing Networks; SBA, Societal Benefit Area; SCAR, Scientific Committee
on Antarctic Research; SCOR, Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research; SDM,
Structured Decision-Making; SDWG, Sustainable Development Working Group;
SOOS, Southern Ocean Observing System; STPI, Science and Technology Policy
Institute; UNFCCC, United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change;
WMO, World Meteorological Organization.
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set of SBAs. Areas include regionally relevant considerations
like “Accessible, Available, and Sustainable Food,” “Disaster
Mitigation,” and “Maintain areas of cultural significance in the
Arctic.” This multi-faceted cooperation is essential to ensure
ARCGOOS plays a crucial role in the sustainable development of
the Arctic in accordance with the United Nations 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), and importantly to inform scientific,
economic, environmental and societal policies. An ARCGOOS
must be flexible to respond to the changing needs and conditions
of the region and provide the needed information for Arctic
peoples and wider society, science, the private sector and decision
makers. Whilst the development of an ARCGOOS is moving
forward, a financial commitment remains elusive.

mitigation ambition consistent with the current national pledges,
known as Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) (total
climate change cost of this scenario: $1400 trillion). Importantly,
their analysis revealed that if global warming is limited to 1.5◦ C
in 2100 in line with the Paris Climate Agreement, the additional
cost will be reduced to $25 trillion (total climate change cost of
this scenario: $600 trillion) (Yumashev et al., 2019).
However, because our projected greenhouse gas emissions
path is not clear, the extent and impact of future changes in
the Arctic marine environment remain uncertain. At present
the most likely scenario is projected to cause a global
average warming of 3.0◦ C above pre-industrial temperatures
by 2100, and very likely an ice-free summer Arctic before
the mid-century (Sigmond et al., 2018). If global average
temperatures stabilize at 1.5◦ C above the pre-industrial levels,
as stipulated in the Paris Agreement, the chances for an icefree summer are predicted to be quite low, about 2.5% (Jahn,
2018). It is important to realize that even under a 1.5◦ C
warmer world the Arctic temperatures will rise up to 5◦ C
(Schlosser et al., 2016).
Understanding the full extent of changes underway, predicting
their impacts, and positioning to exploit new opportunities
requires a sustained effort to collect and interpret a great
volume of highly diverse information. This paper aims to
provide a roadmap for the complex and daunting task of
establishing the ARCGOOS. Efforts to define and develop an
inclusive ARCGOOS have been ongoing. In 2006, a report from
the US National Academy of Sciences’ Polar Research Board
entitled, ‘Toward an Integrated Arctic Observing Network,’
(National Research Council [NRC], 2006) recommended that
an Arctic observing network should be initiated, for which
a sustained observing system for the Arctic Ocean would
fulfill the critical marine component of the envisioned linked
system of observing systems. Since then the concept has
been refined through the bi-yearly Arctic Observing Summit
(AOS) workshops and reports (Murray et al., 2018). The AOS
is an important planning activity that complements ongoing
efforts of the SAON process, a multi-governmental body
that has a joint mandate from the Arctic Council and the
IASC. The need for an internationally coordinated observing
system in the Arctic Ocean was stressed at the highest level
in 2016 and 2018 at the first and second “Arctic Science
Ministerials” respectively (German Arctic Office., 2019). The
output from these high level discussions focused in part on
the grand challenge of coordinating and advancing Arctic
observing, with a recognition of the role SAON might play as a
regional facilitator.
In summary, a successful ARCGOOS needs the cooperation of
a broad range of experts including different scientific disciplines,
economic sectors and society, and indigenous peoples. An
ARCGOOS that is co-designed with multiple partners and user
needs in mind will have the greatest likelihood of long-term
sustainability, usability, and relevance. A recent collaborative
effort, the IAOAF (Science, and Technology Policy Institute
[STPI], and Sustaining Arctic Observing Networks [SAON],
2017) provides an effective means to comprehensively assess the
impact of an ARCGOOS across users from an Arctic-specific
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Objectives
This paper advocates a requirements-based approach for
developing an ARCGOOS. Successful development and sustained
operation of an ARCGOOS requires a broadly supported
framework within which essential observational targets and
approaches for observing them will be identified, the appropriate
system metrics are monitored and integrated data delivery
systems developed. Through observational targets, like the EOVs
of the FOO (Lindstrom et al., 2012), relevant observing actions
from contributing entities can be aligned, leveraged and made
accessible. Observing targets and approaches are both intimately
tied to the intended benefits of such an observing system.
Motivated by the need to understand ecosystem response to
sea ice retreat and other Arctic environmental change, and the
potential implications for food security, the PAG (see section
“Examples”) coordinates the DBO (Moore and Grebmeier,
2018) and Pacific Arctic Climate Ecosystem Observatory. These
two systems provide contemporary examples of sustained
international observing in which a diverse, lightly coordinated
consortium aligns around the consistent collection of a suite
of essential measurements at mutually agreed-upon locations.
The governance and operating structures employed by the
consortium enables broad international collaboration capable of
sustaining measurements over extended, decadal timescales and
can be readily scaled to tackle new regions and measurements.
Design of an ARCGOOS can be optimized through
application of quantitative approaches – defined as
mathematically rigorous assessments of impact, redundancy,
representativeness, and efficiency of existing, planned or
hypothetical observational networks using numerical or
statistical models. These quantitative approaches will help in
determining observational sites and strategies (where, when,
and for how long to conduct measurements, what variables
are the most critical/influential/sensitive to observe, etc.). In
environments undergoing rapid change, or for more complicated
predictand variables, for example parameters integrating
biophysical measures of food security, quantitative design
approaches likely have to be refined through expert input.
The design and implementation tradeoffs of the ARCGOOS
must be systematically evaluated in a transparent and broadly
acceptable manner. It is thus critical to have an accepted
benefit structure and quantitative framework for evaluating
ARCGOOS impacts that incorporates a broad range of expertise,
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model-based prediction. These needs prioritize measurements
with large geographic scope (national to pan-Arctic) sustained
over the long, decadal timescales needed to resolve climate
variability. Scientific rigor, accuracy and precision are important
considerations due to the subtle nature of some climate signals.
Successful collection of sustained, climate-quality measurements
requires long-term planning (National Academies of Sciences
Engineering Medicine [NASEM], 2017). The distributed nature
of these observations will place many sites far from areas of
human activity, presenting logistical challenges that will limit
the range of variables that can be observed. Policy frameworks
respond slowly to new information, making data updates at
annual or longer timeframes sufficient. Long records hold great
value in the policy domain, prioritizing collection of decadal
time series of consistent, high-quality measurements with broad
geographic distribution.
Strategy involves the use of environmental data to support
seasonal to decadal planning by governments, industry, science
and communities. Here, an Arctic observing system might
support activities such as decision-making surrounding transArctic shipping, resource extraction or the design of new vessels.
Observations focus on regions of planned activity, and are thus
limited in geographic coverage, but might still require data at
regional or pan-Arctic scales to support numerical prediction.
Data from these systems would also contribute to numerical
prediction efforts. An understanding of synoptic-scale events can
be important for robust decision making. For example, knowing
both the statistics of internal waves and eddy variability and
the physics that govern their generation and propagation can
be important for planning resource extraction and designing
the necessary offshore structures. The need for robust statistics
makes long, sustained records valuable, while also driving the
requirement for regional measurements that resolve synoptic
scales of a few days and kilometers. Strategic decisions can
unfold more rapidly than those in the policy domain, and thus
require more rapid access to data, with updates at daily to
annual intervals.
Tactics encompasses environmental/situational awareness and
data collection in support of operational forecasting, informing
decisions surrounding day-to-day activity. How far out onto
the ice can I venture? What’s the most cost or time efficient
route for my vessel? Data needs for any given application will
be narrow in geographic and temporal coverage, focused on
the time and place where activity unfolds. Rapid and robust
data delivery and analysis is critical, as tactical information loses
value quickly with the passage of time. All data and analysis
products should be provided with ample metadata, including
estimates of uncertainty, and documentation of processing and
quality control.
This paper focuses on frameworks for systems aimed
at “Planning/Policy” and “Strategy,” thus emphasizing the
challenges associated with sustained observations over the larger
temporal and spatial scales (years to decades, regional to panArctic). The paper considers how such systems might be
optimized to provide tactical information when feasible, and how
frameworks might be engineered to more readily integrate these
needs into the design process. It further recognizes that a focus

including science, decision and policy makers. The IAOAF
(Science, and Technology Policy Institute [STPI], and Sustaining
Arctic Observing Networks [SAON], 2017), which has identified
12 Arctic-specific SBAs supported (Figure 1) by 160+ Key
Objectives, provides a valuable starting point for an ARCGOOS
framework and assessment system, and it will elucidate variables
of highest common dependence. The range of interests so
identified will impact how those variables are observed and
data are shared.
A successful framework for ARCGOOS needs to be led by an
authoritative, international body or consortium of bodies with
the mandate to coordinate observations at the intersection of
Arctic and oceanic systems. Several bodies partially address such
a mandate. For oceanic observing, the GOOS and the POGO
each have meaningful roles to play. GOOS is a program executed
by the IOC of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) with the mandate to sustain a
coordinated set of ocean observations globally (Lindstrom et al.,
2012). The European component of GOOS, EuroGOOS, founded
in 1994, is an international association of 44 insitutitions from 18
countries coordinating ocean observations in five regional seas,
including the European sector of the Arctic. POGO was founded
in 1999 by directors of oceanographic institutions around the
world as a forum to promote and advance the observation of
the global ocean. POGO’s membership includes most of the
world’s leading ocean science and technology institutions, whose
expertise, experience and infrastructure provide the unique and
long term capability to design, build, operate and innovate the
GOOS. For Arctic observing, SAON has the joint mandate of
Arctic Council and the IASC. SAON has been invited by the
GRAs Council to participate as the Arctic representative and
has been recognized as a Community Activity “Arctic GEOSS”
under the GEO. As with all ocean/ice observing, transnational
partnership and transnational access are critical. The 2017 Arctic
Council “Agreement on Enhancing International Arctic Scientific
Cooperation” should prove useful.

Scope
The SBAs dictate diverse, overlapping needs for a sustained
Arctic observing system, including documenting Arctic
environmental change, understanding the Arctic Ocean’s role
in climate, supporting planning and decision making, and
providing near real-time support for operators in the Arctic
(Figure 1, middle column). These needs strongly constrain
system design by defining spatial and temporal scope and
resolution, and by dictating the speed at which data and products
must be delivered.
A first step toward organizing these requirements comes
in recognizing that there are three overlapping domains
of information needs: 1) long-range planning and policy;
2) strategy; and 3) tactics (Figure 1, left column). Long-range
planning concerns the use of science to inform governance
and management of the natural and built environment and
human communities on decadal timescales, and thus focuses
on long-term sustainability through planning for infrastructure,
activity, regulation and environmental protection. Observations
for policy must characterize environmental change and support
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FIGURE 1 | In this example, temporal scales for observing information (left) are related to IAOAF Societal Benefit Sub-Areas of 5 ocean-relevant SBA’s (center) and in
turn linked to GOOS EOV’s of highest impact to that topic. Through such relational mapping, the IAOAF can support the design of ARCGOOS through: (1) clarifying
the user base for the observing system; (2) demonstrating variables of highest common dependence; (3) identifying the range of interests that will impact how those
variables are observed and data is shared.

that could be employed to deliver the measurements specified in
the design phase.
The implementation of an ARCGOOS that covers the
breadth of these three application domains amounts to
more than mere incremental technological and methodological
innovation, cross-linkage of system components, and response
to new scientific discoveries. Rather, it represents a challenge
that requires transformative approaches, integrating physical
and biological marine sciences, engineering, computational,
social and behavioral sciences, and other knowledge systems
(traditional). Convergence of these methods (McNutt, 2017) has
not been achieved yet at this scale, but could be possible in the
Arctic, where connections between different disciplines, sectors
and knowledge systems are possibly tighter than elsewhere
on the globe (Young, 2009). However, such transformational,
convergent approaches require highly collaborative efforts from
the regional to the international level, sustained by resourcing
mechanisms that transcend challenges at the national scale. These
approaches have to inform scope, design and implementation of
the ARCGOOS – kernels of which are apparent in some of the
examples listed in section “Examples.”

on longer-term understanding will ultimately support the most
effective use of tactical information.

A Path to an Arctic Ocean Observing
System
The following sections describe a process (Figure 1) that begins
with selecting a subset of SBAs (Figure 1, denoted by color)
that require understanding and information to support longterm planning, policy making and strategy (section “Framework
and Governance”). These requirements drive the selection
of research questions and operational objectives (Figure 1,
middle column), from which flow identification of EAVs
(Figure 1, right column), along with a broad sense of the
scope (Figure 1, left column) of the necessary observing
effort (section “System Design”). Subsequent design efforts
(section “System Optimization”) focus on understanding and
optimizing the scope and scales of the observations needed to
deliver the required information within specified uncertainties
and representativeness. Implementation (see section “System
Implementation”) considers the technologies and approaches
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for the observing framework that a network will use (e.g.,
extend an existing framework or create its own); the policy
drivers that will guide observing priorities (e.g., climate-oriented
versus operational); and the resource sharing schemes, including
transnational access, data and cyberinfrastructure. Lastly, the
governance structure must define clear lines of responsibility and
processes for decision-making.
ARCGOOS sits at the confluence of many relevant governance
schemes, including those of global actors (e.g., GOOS, POGO,
GEO, WMO), thematic observing efforts (e.g., SCOR, Global
Cryosphere Watch (GCW), GEO-CRI, Climate and Cryosphere
(CliC), IASC), and plural regional, indigenous and national
organizations. Achieving alignment between national, regional,
thematic and existing global governance schemes is critical for all,
and will influence the selection of policy drivers for the observing
system. An example is whether the ARCGOOS should follow the
SBAs outlined by GEO or refer to something more regionally
specific like the IAOAF SBAs (Dobricic et al., 2018).
As the global coordinating body for ocean observing GOOS
provides the mandate and framework under which ARCGOOS
should operate. GOOS fosters the development of regional GOOS
systems through GRAs. EuroGOOS, the European component
of GOOS, contributes observations in the European Arctic
with its Arctic Regional Ocean Observing System. POGO
is an international non-governmental organization supporting
the development of GOOS through innovation, advocacy and
capacity development. POGO has recently been focusing on
the challenges facing sustained Arctic observations, but needs
to liaise with organizations and programs already active in the
region to ensure that its activities are complementary.
The Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) is a United
Nations-ratified program which regularly assesses the status
of global climate observations and produces guidance for
its improvement. GCOS is co-sponsored by the WMO, the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (IOCUNESCO), the United Nations Environment Programme (UN
Environment), and the International Science Council (ISC).
ARCGOOS will contribute to GCOS through its climate
related objectives.
GEO is an intergovernmental organization that works to
actively improve and coordinate global earth observing systems,
and their connection to users, promoting broad, open data
sharing to the benefit of society. ARCGOOS can connect to
GEO through its initiatives such as the Cold Regions Initiative
(GEO-CRI), Biodiversity Observations Network (GEOBON) and
Blue Planet Initiative. ARCGOOS would clearly benefit from
reviewing the overlapping policy drivers of these organizations,
such as the UNFCCC and its Paris Agreement, the Sendai
Framework for Disaster Reduction and the United Nations
SDGs. It would also benefit from working with some or all
to take advantage of their strong agreements for transnational
cooperation and data sharing.
A number of existing regional and topical observing systems
serve specific SBAs, providing examples of governance structures
that should be accounted for in the development of the
ARCGOOS. Examples of such systems include the International

FRAMEWORK AND GOVERNANCE
Introduction
A sustainable ARCGOOS capable of advancing system-wide,
collaborative sampling of the Arctic Ocean must be underpinned
by a broadly endorsed framework grounded in: (i) high-level
policy drivers (articulated as SBAs), and (ii) scientific and
operational objectives that stem from these drivers. A framework
provides a systems-level view of observing requirements, best
practices and data delivery plans toward applications for
which the observing system is intended. Requirements and
best practices for system design, including platforms and
instrumentation, data processing, quality control and long term
preservation, as well as for dissemination strategies, derive from
the scientific and operational objectives. This will provide a welldefined pathway toward implementation. Given the complexity
of what a framework should accomplish, considerations for
developing a successful observing framework for ARCGOOS will
be discussed in the following.
First, the ARCGOOS requires an effective, internationally
accepted governance structure with recognized authority
building on the work of national agencies and marine institutions
that ultimately execute observing network plans. Second, the
ARCGOOS requires a clear framework for defining the
scientific and operational objectives that support the selected
SBAs. This requires a systems-level perspective to identify the
necessary measurements (variables, scale and scope), and a
methodology for prioritizing those measurements as a function
of impact across the suite of objectives and SBAs. Given the
vast number of potential scientific objectives and areas of
interest in the Arctic marine system, the system-level view of
the ARCGOOS framework should include a mechanism for
weighing trade-offs based on importance, urgency and technical
maturity. The framework should include a strategy to allow
for the collaborative development of the most urgent set of
requirements, while outlining a development pathway for less
urgent requirements. It should include an evaluation process
which allows the system to mature and change over time. Most
urgently, the need for both governance and a framework need to
be recognized and initiated by those in the best position to do
so. This section explores each of these general aspects in greater
detail, with specific recommendations for the ARCGOOS.

Governance and the SBA-Driven
ARCGOOS
Governance guides the broad objectives of the ARCGOOS by
identifying the most relevant policy mandates, as embodied
by the SBAs, conducts ongoing evaluations of performance
and fitness-to-purpose, and advocates for resources to support
design and implementation. Given the fundamental importance
of selecting SBAs, the ARCGOOS governance structure will
need to identify and engage the bodies that have the most
relevant policy mandate to lead efforts topically and regionally.
It should further consider how these bodies are connected to
the partners and resources needed to succeed with transnational
implementation. Governance arrangements have implications
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A system-level view overcomes the difficulty of looking at
pieces of the Arctic marine system in isolation, while not getting
overwhelmed by the complexity of their relationships. This view
should also be a starting point for identifying which aspects of the
observing system have the greatest impact on the policy drivers.
The SBA frameworks provide a mechanism to systematically
assess the impact of different observing targets and develop a
hierarchy of key observables – or essential variables – around
which to organize.
Even as the ARCGOOS seeks alignment of relevant
governance schemes, it should also strive to align with relevant
global observing frameworks. From a practical standpoint,
global frameworks have made tremendous progress and many
national funding programs have developed to support them.
The ARCGOOS could leverage this progress, along with
existing international agreements for collaborative sampling
and data dissemination. For example, the GOOS FOO is
organized around EOVs. EOVs support the scientific objectives
of the FOO while providing a systematic means to align
and coordinate observing strategies. EOVs allow discrete
aspects of the observing system to develop independently of
one another, as they reach sufficient maturity. Other global
essential variable systems like the GCOS ECVs, the GEOBON
Essential Biodiversity Variables, or the WMO’s GCW observing
specifications should be taken into consideration, leveraged and
extended where possible.
If ARCGOOS is to follow the pathway of merging and
extending existing essential variable frameworks, it would need
to attend to two important considerations. First, global EOVs
were identified and prioritized under globally relevant policy
mandates. ARCGOOS should review and refine these policy
mandates for Arctic relevance. As a result of the first Arctic
Science Ministerial, SAON, in partnership with the STPI,
jointly developed a key collaboration tool through the IAOAF.
The IAOAF was developed through SAON partners, national,
indigenous and non-governmental organizations, and articulated
12 Arctic-specific SBAs, supported by more than 160 key
objectives for regional observing. While broad, it provides a
critical starting point for bridging between global and regionally
significant observing targets.
Second, Arctic regional climate and ecosystems themselves
are unique and require specific observing strategies. Ice cover
impedes satellite services for geopositioning and communication
of underwater platforms, and threatens instruments at or near
the ice-ocean interface. The Argo program (Riser et al., 2016),
which revolutionized climate-scale observing in the ice-free
oceans with an array of roughly 4000 profiling floats, has not yet
gained traction in the Arctic because of its reliance on satellite
services for data transfer and geolocation. Polar night limits the
seasonal range of visible satellite imagery. Both sea and land
ice play important roles in dynamic coastal ecosystems. The
demanding environment, remoteness and operational challenges
make logistics a stronger constraint than they might be in
lower latitude oceans. This has produced a culture of shared
logistics that can encourage interdisciplinary research and, in
more recent years, has motivated accelerated efforts to employ
autonomous platforms.

Arctic Buoy Program (IABP, perhaps the oldest international
Arctic observing program), the FRAM, the Svalbard Integrated
arctic Earth Observation System (SIOS), the PAG, the CBMP
and the IOOS-AOOS. The Arctic Regional Ocean Observing
System (Arctic ROOS1 ), under EuroGOOS, provides an example
of formal collaboration between European marine institutions.
These systems are well established and will provide building
blocks for ARCGOOS.
Since the IPY, SAON has emerged with a governance mandate
to coordinate Arctic observing. It was jointly initiated and later
formalized by the Arctic Council and IASC through the 2011
Nuuk Declaration (Arctic Council, 2011). This mandate has
been renewed and reinforced through the Joint Statement of
the 2016 and the 2018 Arctic Science Ministerials2 yet SAON’s
still-maturing strategy and lack of resources have limited its
ability to develop clear direction for regional networks. SAON’s
policy mandate comes from the Arctic Council, which has
working groups focussing on climate and contaminants (AMAP),
ecosystems and biodiversity (CAFF), marine activity (PAME),
sustainability (SDWG) and more.
At the intersection of GOOS, GEO, POGO and SAON lies
the strengths of long-standing intergovernmental agreements to
collaboratively observe the global ocean and related systems, a
consortium of ocean observing expertise, and strong regional
policy drivers and engagement with indigenous communities
with sovereign rights in the Arctic. In the same manner as
the SOOS was developed jointly through the work of SCOR,
the SCAR and POGO, ARCGOOS development should proceed
under a consortium governance approach.

Framework Design
A framework for the ARCGOOS must support a system-level
view of policy drivers, the resulting scientific challenges, essential
variables and the interrelationships that bind them. SBAs are
central to the ARCGOOS framework, motivating investment
in an ARCGOOS and associated scientific efforts. The results
of the “Impact assessment study on societal benefits of Arctic
observing systems” (IMOBAR) project has demonstrated the
economic value that accrues from Arctic observations in support
of the IAOAF SBAs (Dobricic et al., 2018). Science objectives
derive from the information needs of the selected SBAs. An
effective ARCGOOS must be firmly grounded in science, with
system design tailored to the identified science questions. EAVs
can be identified as those that offer maximum impact, as
measured by the number or urgency of science objectives
and SBAs served, and feasibility, as measured by technological
maturity and logistical constraints. System scope and temporal
and spatial resolution requirements flow from design studies
aimed at achieving efficient delivery of the required data. Data
delivery systems should support the range of objectives that
the framework identifies. The ARCGOOS framework should
also provide processes for continued system evaluation, and
evolution in response to changing science needs and introduction
of new technologies.
1
2

https://arctic-roos.org/
https://www.arcticscienceministerial.org/en/conclusions-1740.html
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reliance on local food sources (Eicken et al., 2009; Nilsson
et al., 2013), the shifts in which impact both their food security
and culture. Globally, the fisheries of the Bering and Barents
Seas are highly productive and vulnerable to system-wide shifts
(Hunt and Megrey, 2005; Wassmann, 2015). Measurements
of ocean temperature, salinity and mass are fundamental to
understanding in these areas, and thus have the broad impact that
suggest them as EAVs.
Science and operational needs, derived from the SBAs, identify
EAVs (Figure 1) and, in a broad sense, the scope and scale
at which they must be measured. Continuing the example,
documenting the fate of freshwater and heat will require maps
of temperature and salinity suitable for quantifying storage and
fluxes. Surrounded by land, the Arctic Ocean communicates
with the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans through a handful of
gateways, with additional inputs from net precipitation and
riverine inflow. Estimates of heat and freshwater storage will
require measurements suitable for mapping the interior of the
ocean under the drifting sea ice, along with observations over
the shallow shelves that account for over a third of the Arctic
Ocean surface area and are the focus of most human activity.
Technological and political challenges have limited access to
some Arctic shelf systems, creating a critical gap in the observing
system. Flux estimates will require sustained observations of
temperature, salinity and velocity at the main ocean gateways
(Bering, Fram and Davis Straits and the Barents Sea Opening),
and in-situ recording of discharge rates and temperatures for
the major rivers (Mackenzie, Yukon, Ob, Yenisey and Lena
rivers), as well as quantification of sea ice-associated export
fluxes in the North American and Eurasian Arctic and broad
estimates of net precipitation. For this example, the SBAs
point to science for long-term planning, policy and strategy,
and thus longer timescales and sustained measurements over
years to decades.
Applying a similar analysis systematically across multiple
SBAs identifies a suite of EAVs along with usage patterns
that can be interpreted as a measure of impact (Figure 1,
right column). For this example, SBAs yield science and
operational objectives, each of which points to a maximum
of five dependent variables, specified in priority order. Impact
can be gauged by the number of objectives served weighted
by priority within each objective, with high-impact variables
being candidates for EAVs. While illustrative of the process, this
simplified evaluation does not capture some important factors
that must be accounted for in a more thorough EAV analysis.
Interdependencies can elevate the impact of some variables.
For example, although sea ice ranks among the most impactful
EAVs, understanding and predicting sea ice evolution requires
a host of other measurements. These are termed ‘supporting
variables’ in the GOOS EOV framework, and include subsurface
temperature and salinity, radiative surface fluxes, surface air
temperature, precipitation and wind velocity. EAV definitions
would build on those created for GOOS EOVs, incorporating
refinements specific to the needs of Arctic observing. Scope
(Figure 1, left column) is not reflected in this analysis. The
challenges associated with Arctic observing make weighting EAV
candidates for technological readiness and logistical feasibility
particularly important.

Strategy for Initiating a Framework
At the second Arctic Science Ministerial in Berlin (German
Arctic Office., 2019), ministers from 24 countries emphasized the
urgency of implementing sustained Arctic observing and pointed
to SAON to demonstrate the necessary leadership. SAON’s
Committee on Observing Networks (CON) is initiating a new
task force to advance the application of IAOAF SBAs toward
framework design. Recently, SAON was invited to participate in
the GOOS GRAs, and POGO has become more engaged with
SAON. As a follow up we recommend that SAON invites GOOS
GRAs, GEOSS, WMO, and POGO to form an exploratory task
team to make recommendations for Arctic Ocean Observing
System. ARCGOOS could serve as an excellent focal point to
follow up the implementation of the task team recommendations.

Requirements-Driven Identification of
Essential ARCGOOS Variables
Applied within the context of the broad Arctic observing domains
described above, and governed by the processes discussed in
section “Framework and Governance,” the GOOS EOV approach
provides a framework for guiding the selection of observables
and scales to be addressed by the various components of
an ARCGOOS. EAVs are selected for relevance to climate,
operational services and ocean health, modulated by feasibility
and cost effectiveness. Unique aspects of the Arctic Ocean
and its role in global climate imprint on the shape of the
ARCGOOS, while practical considerations, including logistics,
resource availability, and sustainability place strong constraints
on scope. While the ultimate selection and definition of EAVs,
and the scales at which they must be measured, should flow
from the identification of SBAs and the science questions they
engender (section “Framework and Governance”), the GOOS
EOVs provide a starting point for considering some of the
ARCGOOS baseline variables and how they might be shaped by
challenges and concerns particular to the Arctic.
To illustrate the flow that might lead from SBAs to the
identification of EAVs, consider the example of Arctic heat
and freshwater budgets. Several SBAs, including Fundamental
Understanding of Arctic Systems, Environmental Quality, Food
Security, Weather and Climate (all linked to the sustainable
development of the region), motivate the need to understand
and document the fate of Arctic Ocean heat and freshwater. The
Arctic freshwater cycle plays an important role in modulating
the Arctic energy balance and in global climate (e.g., Prowse
et al., 2015; Carmack et al., 2016). Upper ocean freshwater
modulates sea ice formation and melt by insulating ice from
warmer waters below (e.g., Aagaard and Coachman, 1975) and,
through this, impacts coupling between the upper ocean and
local atmospheric forcing. Sea ice growth and melt are also
fundamental components of the Arctic heat balance, which
plays an important role in constraining meridional atmospheric
energy transport (Nakamura and Oort, 1988). Seasonal changes
in sea ice timing and extent directly influence marine ecosystems
both through loss of habitat for ice-obligate species such as
polar cod and ice seals, but also via changes in the timing
and amount of primary productivity (e.g., Arrigo et al., 2008;
MacIntyre et al., 2015). Arctic residents in turn have a subsistence
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Volkov and Pujol, 2012; Calafat et al., 2013; Peralta-Ferriz and
Morison, 2014). Measurements of sea level provide information
on ocean dynamics and thermohaline properties at weekly
to interannual timescales as well as longer-term land ice
(and snow) melt.

Taking into account the caveats articulated above, the
simplified example plotted in Figure 1 identifies potential highimpact EAVs that include sea ice, sea surface height, sea state,
phytoplankton, surface and subsurface temperature, salinity
and ocean velocity. Although this subset is clearly incomplete,
the example serves to illustrate how a requirements-driven
framework might be used to trace and understand the impact of
observations across multiple scientific and operational endeavors.
This knowledge then informs planning and investment toward
developing the ARCGOOS.

Sea Ice
Sea ice plays a central role in Arctic marine environments. Its
presence constrains atmosphere-ocean interaction (e.g., Rösel
et al., 2018), structures marine ecosystems (e.g., Nicolaus et al.,
2012; Wassmann, 2015), and greatly affects human activities
(Eicken et al., 2009; Andrews et al., 2017). Sea ice loss is
both an indicator of broader, system-wide transformations
(Polyakov et al., 2017; Wilkinson and Julienne, 2018) as well as
a driver of change in many of the components of the Arctic
system. In this context, concentration, thickness, roughness and
mechanical characteristics, in addition to snow cover, optical
and biogeochemical properties of the Arctic ice pack have been
identified as high-priority variables. Reductions in sea ice extent
(the 12 lowest minimum sea ice extents all occurred in the last
12 years, Stroeve and Notz, 2018) and thickness (Lindsay and
Schweiger, 2015; Kwok, 2018) and the underlying changes in
the heat and momentum budget call for detailed observations
of ice thickness and snow depth at the basin-scale, but with
a resolution sufficient to capture key processes, e.g., in the
context of ice deformation or its evolution as a critical habitat
(Post et al., 2013).
Recent advances in remote sensing, in particular in terms
of radar and laser altimetry, and synthetic aperture radar (e.g.,
Markus et al., 2017; Kwok, 2018) have the potential to greatly
improve our understanding of the transformation of the Arctic
Ocean from a perennially to a seasonally ice-covered body
of water. However, remote sensing, modeling, and prediction
system development all require in situ observations for constraint
and validation. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that
our research understanding and model development are built
on an Arctic formerly dominated by multi-year ice. Near-term
correction of this paradigm is needed if we are to provide
more accurate predictions on sea ice behavior and evolution on
planning/policy to strategic to tactical timescales. For improving
understanding and to be able to predict changes, the new
conditions need more in situ and remote sensing observations,
especially for the winter season from which relatively little
data exist (Webster et al., 2018; Gerland et al., 2019). Satellite
remote sensing provides good spatial and temporal coverage
of the Arctic Ocean through long-term programs such as
the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), the
RADARSAT Constellation Mission and the Copernicus Sentinel
program. Copernicus is the most ambitious satellite program
today, with more than 10 satellites providing near real time data
for environmental and climate monitoring, in particular ocean
and sea ice observations. However, there are substantial gaps in
in situ observations of Arctic sea ice variables such as sea ice
thickness and snow cover, both in terms of coverage and longevity
(Sandven et al., 2018).
The increase in human activity and potential for maritime
disasters in the presence of ice (e.g., Barber et al., 2018), as

Overview of Arctic Marine System
Observables
Ocean
The energy imbalance in Earth’s climate system is caused by rising
concentrations of heat-trapping gases. About 93% of the energy
imbalance accumulates in the ocean as increased ocean heat
content (Cheng et al., 2019). Heat introduced by summertime
solar warming, and through Pacific and Atlantic inflows, plays
an increasingly important role in the extent and timing of sea ice
growth and retreat (e.g., Carmack et al., 2015), while freshwater
(salinity) forms a cold halocline that modulates contact between
sea ice and the warmer, subsurface waters below (Aagaard
and Coachman, 1975). To document changes in upper ocean
heat content, stratification and the resulting impact on sea ice,
water-column measurements must include in situ temperature
and salinity profiles from the ocean surface through the warm
core of the Atlantic Water Layer (at least to 500 m depth)
with sufficient vertical resolution to quantify mixed-layer depth
and the strength of the strong halocline stratification at the
mixed layer base. Waters deeper than this change on timescales
longer than interannual and deep measurements every several
years will suffice.
Other high-priority water column observations might include
dissolved oxygen, velocity, nutrients, bio-optical measurements
(sensor-based proxies for phytoplankton) and seawater inorganic
carbon chemistry (at least two of the four variables: dissolved
inorganic carbon, total alkalinity, pCO2, and pH). Geochemical
parameters (trace elements and isotopes – TEI) including
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), tritium,
helium isotopes, stable isotopes of water and 14 C integrate over
large spatial and temporal scales, and can thus be useful for
understanding water mass formation and movement in the Arctic
Ocean. These TEI have been successfully used with the US
GEOTRACES study and other studies to investigate water mass
structure, pathways, and residence times. Recently, ‘ocean sound’
was approved as an EOV by GOOS. This is a highly relevant
EOV to monitor for the Arctic region due to the increased human
influence on the ocean acoustic environment.
High-priority sea surface measurements include sea state and
sea level. Sea state observations might include remotely sensed
and in situ measurement of surface waves and in situ observations
of upper ocean velocity and turbulence. Sea level monitoring
relies on a combination of remote sensing (satellite altimetry and
gravimetry measurements; e.g., Armitage et al., 2016), bottom
pressure and coastal tide gauges (Proshutinsky et al., 2004;
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resolved over the Arctic and the role of the Arctic Ocean as a
CO2 sink is yet to be determined. Remote sensing can provide
measurements of near-surface winds over open water, but other
measurements must be made using in situ.

well as the need to better understand potential restructuring of
food webs as a result of sea ice changes, call for a new suite
of sustained observations targeting biogeochemical variables and
the coastal zone where much of human activity is concentrated
and risks are most pronounced (Eicken and Mahoney, 2015).
Much of the demand for these types of observations can be met
through a combination of newly developed autonomous sensing
systems (Whitlock, 2018) and community-based observations
(Johnson et al., 2015).

SYSTEM DESIGN
Key guidance and constraints on the design of an ARCGOOS
derive from the consensus that the system has to cover a range
of purposes and applications National Research Council [NRC]
(2006), Lee et al. (2015), Science, and Technology Policy Institute
[STPI], and Sustaining Arctic Observing Networks [SAON]
(2017). Consequently, it is helpful to consider the expected
benefits, requirements, and demands on system components by
different user communities in the context of planning and policy,
strategy, and tactics – as laid out in section “Introduction.”
From these three aspects of system characteristics, a range
of observing system design criteria and approaches can be
derived, augmented by the constraints placed upon the system
at the implementation stage (Table 1, see also section “System
Implementation” and Lee et al., 2015 for further background).
A distinguishing characteristic of the Arctic region compared
to other marine environments is the tight coupling between
the different components of the extant social-environmental
systems, corresponding to the need for similar fit between
different disciplines, sectors and knowledge systems (e.g., Young,
2009). These circumstances place major demands on the
process of observing system design. Below, we consider how
such transformational challenges can be addressed through a
portfolio of different design approaches and briefly discuss their
advantages and drawbacks, drawing on specific examples from
the Arctic where possible.
Past assessments and surveys conducted by SAON, the AOSs
(Murray et al., 2018; Sandven et al., 2018), and related efforts e.g.,
INTAROS (Ludvigsen et al., 2018) demonstrate that an integrated
Arctic observing system will not be designed in its entirety from
the ground up. Rather, with a range of observing activities,
from numerous research projects (such as those highlighted
in section “Examples”), agency-led programs at the national
and international level (e.g., the International Arctic Buoy
Program3 ), and community-based monitoring efforts (Johnson
et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2018). ARCGOOS design and
implementation needs to leverage from a range of existing
observing efforts operating at different scales with different
objectives and missions. In fact, the sparsity of observations and
resources in Arctic marine settings have resulted in operators
and planners having to disproportionately rely on data from
research observing networks (Lee et al., 2015; Eicken et al., 2016;
Ludvigsen et al., 2018). These challenges need to be addressed
through development of a framework that allows for the
design of new components and optimization, modification, and
integration of existing pieces to go hand in hand (AOS Executive
Organizing Committee, 2018). Global observing frameworks

Atmosphere
The atmosphere links all components of the Arctic climate
system (ocean, ice, land, biology), driving changes within each of
them, responding to these changes, and extending their influence
across spatial areas as extensive as hemispheric. Understanding
the complex, interconnected processes and exchanges of energy
between the atmosphere and the underlying ocean, sea ice, and
land surfaces plays a central role in the modulation of weather,
the seasonal growth and decay of sea ice, and climate. Within
the atmospheric column, transport of heat, humidity, aerosols
and momentum are all important contributors in the generation
of clouds with potential impacts on global circulation patterns
governing regional climate.
Essential atmospheric parameters that need to be monitored
to quantify the surface energy balance are atmosphere-ocean
(-ice and -land) radiative and turbulent fluxes; these govern
ocean and sea-ice dynamics and thermodynamics. At the same
time, changes in ocean heat content and sea ice conditions alter
the heat fluxes to the atmosphere. Atmosphere-sea ice-ocean
fluxes of momentum and freshwater must also be quantified.
For example, winds play a central role in driving oceanic
mixing from above through momentum exchange. The role
of sea ice in this exchange remains an open question, with
changes to ice concentration and roughness likely to alter the
efficiency of momentum transfer from atmosphere to ocean and
the extent to which wind stress can impact the mixed layer
through waves and other mixing processes. Additionally, wind
speed, in conjunction with the temperature contrast between
the ocean and atmosphere dictate the magnitude of turbulent
heat exchange between these bodies, elevating the importance of
wind orientation and localized flow and the need to understand
lower tropospheric dynamics. Salinity controls upper ocean
stratification in the Arctic. Freshwater inputs thus modulate
mixing and the distribution of momentum and heat within
the upper ocean.
Although the Arctic represents one of the most challenging
environments, year-round measurements are needed to capture
the annual cycle of energy exchanges over sea ice, open ocean,
and land, and to constrain global atmospheric reanalyses,
which can be problematic in data-sparse regions such as the
Arctic (e.g., Lindsay et al., 2014). These measurements would
include long and shortwave radiation, wind, air temperature
and relative humidity profiles (within the atmospheric boundary
layer), and turbulent fluxes of heat and momentum. The next
level of priorities might include aerosols, clouds, precipitation,
atmospheric chemistry and ocean-atmosphere CO2 fluxes.
Seasonal and interannual changes of atmospheric CO2 are poorly
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FIGURE 2 | (Adopted from Lindstrom et al., 2012) Example of observing network design and implementation as seen through the lens of a top-down approach
based on Starkweather et al. (2018). Shown is the link between societal benefit areas, EOVs, and observing and data management systems for the GOOS FOO
(Lindstrom et al., 2012) as applied to Arctic sea-ice observations. Abbreviations: DMSP, Defense Meteorological Satellite Program; SAR, Synthetic Aperture Radar;
NSIDC, National Snow and Ice Data Center.

have grappled with this issue, though maybe not to the extent as
required in the Arctic.
While a number of observing frameworks exist, over the
past decade or so approaches to derive specific requirements
from mission and SBAs have been converging. The GOOS FOO
(Lindstrom et al., 2012; Figure 2) is particularly well suited in
the Arctic since it aligns with other relevant efforts under GEO
and GCOS. Further guidance on the combination of observing
system design and optimization can be drawn from the Ten
GCOS Climate Monitoring Principles4 , four of which explicitly
address key aspects of integrating new observations into nascent,
loosely assembled networks:

tactics and implementation scale. At the policy and planning
level, information needs and observing program design focus
on broad societal benefits and applications. To be sure, such
demands on the system still require identification of EOVs, but
as demonstrated in the value tree analysis (VTA) carried out by
the STPI and SAON in 2017, siting of observations and temporal
resolution are not as much of a concern in demonstrating value
to policy makers and funding organizations. For example, the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 Program supported a high level
study that focused mainly on demonstrating economic value of
a portfolio of observations in broadly defined sectors, without
delving into the detail that would be part of tactics or even
strategy-focused observations (Dobricic et al., 2018).
A key challenge at the policy and planning scale is the
identification of suitable target variables. Here, the use of
participatory scenarios has proven valuable in having observing
system users or stakeholders identify indicator variables (Flynn
et al., 2018; Preston and Lovecraft, 2018) that can then be
translated into or linked to EOVs. Even at this level of data use,
it is in principle possible to derive more specific guidance on the
siting of specific observations. For example, Vargas-Moreno et al.
(2016) were able to use geospatially explicit scenarios to identify
broad target regions for monitoring linked to energy and resource
development in coastal and offshore Alaska. Along the same
lines, institutional analysis, with a focus on formal and informal
regulations governing specific ecosystem services or societal
benefits, can provide some guidance on the locus of observations
(Lovecraft et al., 2013). While studies such as Science, and
Technology Policy Institute [STPI], and Sustaining Arctic
Observing Networks [SAON] (2017) or Dobricic et al. (2018)
can help address the due diligence required by policymakers
and funding agencies in terms of guiding sustained observations,
there is comparatively little reliance on the approaches outlined
in Table 1 to date.

(1) The impact of new systems or changes to existing systems
should be assessed prior to implementation.
(2) Consideration of the needs for environmental and
climate-monitoring products and assessments, such as IPCC
assessments, should be integrated into national, regional and
global observing priorities.
(3) High priority for additional observations should be focused
on regions sensitive to change, data-poor regions, poorly
observed parameters, and key measurements with inadequate
temporal resolution.
(4) The conversion of research observing systems to long-term
operations in a carefully planned manner should be promoted.
The three different user-base contexts and associated
information needs (augmented by information guiding system
implementation) can be linked to different observing system
design and optimization methods appropriate for the particular
application (Table 1; Lee et al., 2015). Progressively finer
detail needs to be resolved in moving from the policy to the
4

https://gcos.wmo.int/en/essential-climate-variables/gcos-monitoring-principles
(retrieved January 24, 2018).
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6.5; Kaminski et al., 2018

6.1–6.6; Rintoul et al., 2012

Neckles et al., 2015

Panteleev et al., 2009

Resource-intensive

Model-dependent

Neckles et al., 2015

Poorly traceable

6.1–6.6; Rintoul et al., 2012

Resource-intensive

Model-dependent

Lovecraft et al., 2013

Poorly traceable

Neckles et al., 2015
Resource-intensive

Little explored

6.1–6.6; Anderson et al., 2018
Poorly traceable

6.5; Jung et al., 2016

Lovecraft et al., 2013
Little explored

Vargas-Moreno et al., 2016

Preston and Lovecraft, 2018
Resource-intensive

Resource intensive

6.2; Science, and Technology
Policy Institute [STPI], and
Sustaining Arctic Observing
Networks [SAON], 2017
Resource-intensive

Model-dependent

Case study, references

Sustained Arctic Ocean Observing

Drawbacks

Lee et al.

At the Strategy and even more so at the tactics and system
implementation level, more detail is required in terms of the
specifications as well as the observing assets and networks
and data management aspects of the monitoring (Table 1 and
Figure 2). The necessary detail can be obtained through a
combination of different methods, with heuristic input from
experts being the most common. In fact, all of the examples
listed in section “Examples” draw most heavily on input by
experts, typically researchers or agency personnel who are
conducting the actual measurements. While this group often
has extensive knowledge of both the underlying science and the
technology details that are relevant for system design, such input
is typically poorly traceable and may not meet requirements,
e.g., by regulatory agencies where such decisions may have to
hold up in court.

Cost effective

Quantitative, well established

Quantitative, research and development

• Expert elicitation

• SDM

• OSSE

Platforms, networks, data

Quantitative, research and development
• OSE • OSSE

Implementation

Quantitative, well established
• SDM

Spatially explicit, tight policy links
• Institutional analysis

Cost effective

User driven
• Scenarios

• Expert elicitation

Quantitative, research and development
• OSE

Phenomena, EOV, platforms, networks

Quantitative, well established
• SDM

Tactics

Cost effective
• Expert elicitation

Spatially explicit, tight policy links
• Institutional analysis

Applications, phenomena, EOV,
platforms

User driven
• Scenarios

Strategy

Well established
Themes, Societal benefits, applications,
phenomena, EOV
Planning and Policy

• Value tree analysis

FOO category
ARCGOOS attribute

TABLE 1 | Overview of relevant observing system design approaches.

Methodology

Advantages

SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION
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Design of ARCGOOS should be dictated by cost-efficiency
and representativeness of sampled EOVs. Quantitative methods,
including OSEs, OSSEs, or adjoint-based optimal experimental
design can assist the design of ARCGOOS. Below we briefly
describe and discuss each of these methods.
Observing System Experiments involve analyses designed to
withhold or aggregate certain subsets of data to quantitatively
assess the impact of different observational platforms within
already implemented observing systems (Oke et al., 2015).
Impacts are assessed versus observations withheld (or
aggregated) from assimilation or from state-of-the-art analysis
products derived from observations. One disadvantage of OSEs
is that the reference experiment that includes all data might
not represent the true state, thus the assessed impacts of the
withheld data relative to this reference experiment might not
fully capture the true impacts. An additional disadvantage is
that OSEs can only assess impacts of existing but not of future
observing systems.
Observing System Simulation Experiments follow the same
procedures as OSEs, but assimilate synthetic observations
instead of existing real-world observations. OSSE systems (Atlas,
1997; Hoffman and Atlas, 2015) facilitate quantitative impact
assessment on analyses and strategies of planned observing
systems, and of different deployment strategies for existing
systems. An OSSE system consists of three components:
(a) NR, which is a free-running model, that represents the
groundtruth, i.e., assumed to be representative of the true
ocean; b) data-assimilative ocean forecast system that couples
different ocean models (the Forecast Model, or FM) to an
ocean DA scheme; and c) simulations of ocean observations
within the NR containing realistic or expected observational
errors for each observing platform being assessed for assimilation
into the forecast system. Ocean profiles (e.g., temperature,
salinity) and other observations are generally re-mapped prior
to assimilation (Halliwell et al., 2014). Impacts can then be
assessed by comparing experimental analyses to high-resolution
three-dimensional representations of the “groundtruth” ocean
provided by the NR. Therefore, OSSE systems can not only
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Arctic Ocean the loss of perennial sea ice has impacts on many
other components of the marine system that are still poorly
captured by models and in particular statistics of past behavior
(e.g., Lindsay and Zhang, 2006).
However, it should be noted that comprehensive observations
covering both the spatial and temporal scales required to
fully measure and understand the rapidly changing Arctic
are also not available. In addition, ad hoc estimates of
spatial/temporal correlation scales are often utilized to
interpolate data within the existing observational systems
without full knowledge of error covariance (Wunsch, 2006).
Thus, a careful synthesis of different bodies of knowledge is
needed to guide system design. In other words, an approach
where the imperfect tools available within OSE, OSSE, and
adjoint-based OED should be employed in iterative steps with
deployments of observations to push forward development
and improvements for ocean applications, similar to the steady
progress achieved in DA and models used for NWP applications
(e.g., Bauer et al., 2015).
Advances in forward modeling and 4D-var DA have facilitated
model guidance that is more tightly linked to, e.g., sensor
and observing technology constraints such that OS(S)Es and
OEDs can potentially help support the design of the sensor
systems themselves (Kaminski et al., 2018). It should be expected
that, due to the potentially limited and serious deficiencies,
an optimal network based on these quantitative tools might
not capture the dynamics when compared to field observations
and other political/economic constraints. One example is the
case at the Bering Strait where, based on inverse modeling
and drawing on a large dataset for the region, Panteleev et al.
(2009) determined that optimal observations of Bering Strait
throughflow should include two moorings located within the
Strait and two at some distance further south. In practice, due
to economical and political constraints, and in combination
with knowledge gained from the existing observations at the
strait, the array has been reduced to three moorings, two in
the eastern channel and next to the Alaskan Coast, and one
located north of the strait (Woodgate, 2018). Such discrepancies
should be anticipated in the iterative process, and should be
used to facilitate further communication and system co-design
by modelers and observationalists. Important QoI should be
identified, e.g., monitoring ocean dynamics, detecting temporal
variability on a range of scales, capturing air-sea interaction
processes, or detecting sea level changes. Proposed observing
systems based on different OS(S)Es and OEDs should be
weighed against each other and used judiciously, as with
any decision-making.

assess new observing systems and strategies, but also assess
impacts of existing observing systems more thoroughly than
it is possible with OSEs. OSSEs also have an advantage
over linearized procedures to assess impact, such as adjoint
methods, because the influence of non-linear processes on
observing system impact can be documented. The disadvantage
of OSSEs is that the NR might not fully capture the realworld ocean dynamics (Hoffman and Atlas, 2015). In addition,
the impact assessment can be dependent on the modelsystem being used.
In contrast to both OSEs and OSSEs, where statistical
approach is an important component of the DA step, adjointbased methods utilize the dynamical information in the
tangent linear and adjoint models of the underlying general
circulation model (GCM). Through the equations which
capture conservation and constitutive laws, propagation of
information up- and down-stream of any quantity of interest
(QoI) is used to (a) assess impactful regions where new
observations can be potentially deployed (Marotzke et al.,
1999; Zanna et al., 2010; Heimbach et al., 2011; Nguyen
et al., 2017; Stammer et al., 2018); (b) assess the redundancy
of existing observing networks (Köhl and Stammer, 2004;
Moore et al., 2017b); (c) quantify the impacts of selected
existing/new observational networks on reducing posterior
uncertainties of the GCM control parameters and/or potential
unobserved remote QoI (Moore et al., 2011, 2017a; Bui-Thanh
et al., 2012; Kalmikov and Heimbach, 2014, 2018; Kaminski
et al., 2015, 2018); (d) find an optimal observing network
through Hessian-based OED that minimizes the posterior
uncertainties as a function of the control parameters and/or
targeted QoI (Alexanderian et al., 2016; Loose, 2019). The
advantage of the adjoint-based methods is not only the
quantification of uncertainty reduction of the GCM control
parameters and/or any specific QoI to the observing network
but also the identification of dynamical connection and causal
relationship between them. The disadvantage of these methods
is the prohibitive computational cost of calculating the full
Hessian and its inverse. Recent advances in the field of
computational sciences (e.g., Flath et al., 2011; Bui-Thanh
et al., 2012; Loose, 2019) have helped reduce the computational
cost and thus can make adjoint-based OEDs tractable for
oceanographic applications.
To date, OSE, OSSE, and adjoint-based OED have not been
fully utilized for optimization of observational work due to the
disadvantages associated with each of the methods as discussed
above. As a result, there are only a few examples of OSEs
employed to provide quantitative, traceable guidance on key
aspects of observing system design (e.g., Panteleev et al., 2009;
Jung et al., 2016; Kaminski et al., 2018; Stammer et al., 2018).
An argument put forward against over-reliance on OSEs and
OSSEs for system design is that measurements in a rapidly
changing Arctic are typically meant to provide information
that can help anticipate or prepare for major changes and
transformations. Hence, the siting and overall sampling strategy
may not account for the impacts of rapidly changing conditions
not captured or predicted by the model. This is particularly
true if statistical models are relied upon. For example, in the
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SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Arctic Region Component of the Global Ocean Observing
System implementation will involve a complex network of
national and international partners, addressing a myriad of
scientific and operational objectives, under significant and
varied logistical challenges. In practice, implementation of a
sustained ARCGOOS will mean adapting and integrating existing
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Lee et al., 2017) can provide a flexible observing capability
that can be readily reconfigured in response to changing needs
and objectives. Lastly, relatively light logistical requirements
and low cost help make sustained operation over many-year
timescales more tractable.
Autonomous approaches also face challenges. Sensor
technologies currently limit autonomous platforms to a modest
suite of variables, with clear needs for advances in biological,
biogeochemical and atmospheric sensors. Sustained collection
of critical in situ observations, for measurements that cannot
be made autonomously and for referencing autonomous
sensors, will require periodic ship-based sampling, such as
that planned by the Synoptic Arctic Survey (Anderson et al.,
2018). When operating beneath ice, autonomous platforms
cannot access satellite services (GPS and Iridium), and must
instead rely on acoustic networks (Lee and Gobat, 2006;
ANCHOR Working Group, 2008; Mikhalevsky et al., 2015)
for underwater geopositioning (UW-GPS) and telemetry.
Acoustic infrastructure might thus be required to maximize
the utility of autonomous approaches. Acoustic networks
augmented with hydrophones and oceanographic instruments
could provide a scalable multipurpose ocean observing system
including UW-GPS, acoustic thermometry along fixed sections,
passive acoustics, and oceanographic point measurements
(e.g., Mikhalevsky et al., 2015).
A critical and growing component of the ARCGOOS is
satellite remote sensing. Satellite mounted sensors provide a
pan-Arctic observing capability. They are a powerful tool to
put land/marine/ice based in-situ measurements in a large-scale
context. There are numerous satellite mounted sensors, from
different space agencies, that have significant relevance for the
Arctic region. With respect to sea ice, passive microwave satellite
measurements (which can see through clouds and the polar
night) can be used to obtain sea ice characteristics such as sea
ice concentration and extent (Martin and Cavalieri, 1989; Bareiss
and Goergen, 2005). Passive microwave measurements have been
made from US satellites since the late 1970s, thus providing a
continuous record of sea ice conditions for over 40 years. PanArctic sea ice thickness can be calculated from radar (ESA) and,
with the 2018 launch of ICESat-2, laser (NASA) altimetry by
accurately measuring the height of the ice (and snow) above
the sea surface (its freeboard) and converting this information
into an ice thickness (e.g., Kwok and Cunningham, 2008; Laxon
et al., 2013). Scatterometer-derived information can be used for
identification of the sea ice edge (Long and Hicks, 2005) as well
as to provide high-resolution information on ice type (Kwok,
2004). The most widely used satellite sensor for operational
human activities in ice covered seas is Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR). SAR images, which also see through clouds and the polar
night, are used routinely for ship navigation of ice-covered waters
through to inferring sea ice characteristics (Willmes et al., 2010),
sea ice drift (e.g., Spreen et al., 2011) and deformation (e.g.,
Bouillon and Rampal, 2015).
Many recent advances in physical oceanography have become
possible due to the advent of altimetry and gravimetry satellites
that observe the total and ocean mass components of sea level
change. Radar altimetry cannot measure sea level over sea ice,

observing activities alongside the development of new systems
deliberately designed to meet identified ARCGOOS needs.
Although the choice of specific operational approaches and
technologies clearly depends on the requirements and constraints
of the specific system, some considerations that apply more
broadly are discussed here.
An ARCGOOS capable of spanning diverse demands will need
to rely on a heterogeneous mix of reference frameworks and
approaches. The needs of SBAs that require data in the domains
of planning/policy and strategy skew toward measurements at
the basin and pan-Arctic scales. At present, such observations
are often collected by stochastic sampling using large arrays of
drifting instruments such as Argo (e.g., Argo Steering Team,
1998; Riser et al., 2016), the Global Drifter Program (e.g.,
Lumpkin and Pazos, 2007; Centurioni et al., 2017), IABP5
and the Ice-Tethered Profiler program (Krishfield et al., 2008).
Instruments are deployed in sufficient numbers to achieve a target
density (e.g., one float per 300 km for Argo), with the system
relying on drift to maintain distribution over the target region.
Although collected by drifting instruments, measurements are
interpreted in an Eulerian (geographically fixed) frame. Though
powerful, this approach has limitations. The same currents
that distribute platforms also create areas of convergence and
divergence, which concentrate or exclude instruments from those
regions. Instruments rapidly flush from areas of strong flow,
limiting measurements in many regions that are of particular
importance. Eulerian measurements e.g., moorings, sea floor
installations, tied to key locations, such as across straits and
boundary currents, address these weaknesses. Fixed installations
complement the broad stochastic array by ensuring consistent
data return at specific temporal and spatial resolution. Lastly,
measurements collected in the Lagrangian frame, drifting with a
water parcel or ice floe, can be employed to isolate time evolution
driven by internal processes from advective effects. For instance,
estimate the difference between observing the time-evolution of a
single ice floe and recording variability in sea ice due to different
ice floes passing through the domain.
Approaches that incorporate small, long-endurance
autonomous platforms, including ice-based instruments, surface
drifters, profiling floats, underwater gliders and autonomous
surface vessels, offer capabilities that address many of the
challenges confronting ARCGOOS implementation. Operational
constraints have historically restricted measurements to the
times and locations accessible by ships and aircraft, thus
biasing observations toward summertime regions lacking
thick, multiyear sea ice. Some autonomous platforms, such
as ice-based observatories, profiling floats and gliders, offer
endurance that exceeds a year, thus providing persistent
sampling through the full annual cycle. Flexible deployment
logistics afforded by small size, coupled with endurance and
mobility (self-propelled, or drifting in water or sea ice) allows
access to remote regions. Relatively low unit cost provides
the potential to scale to large numbers, both for achieving
large scope and for creating robust systems that are resilient
to instrument losses. Systems of autonomous platforms (e.g.,
5
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recent international programs focused on the Marginal Ice Zone
during melt (Lee et al., 2017), Arctic Sea state and boundary
layer physics during freeze up (Thomson et al., 2018) and
the large Multidisciplinary drifting Observatory for the Study
of Arctic Climate (MOSAiC), which will conduct intensive
measurements of that atmosphere-ice-ocean system using the
German icebreaker Polarstern as a drifting platform for a year.
The changing Arctic presents new challenges and
opportunities to ARCGOOS implementation. Steady decline in
sea ice extent, accompanied by changes in thickness distribution
and character, make landing aircraft on the ice, and thus
deploying instruments, increasingly difficult. The growing
dominance of first year ice makes it more challenging to
deploy ice-based platforms onto floes that are likely to survive
beyond a year, motivating new platform designs that can
withstand the rigors of melt-out, open water drift and freezein. In contrast, growing open water extent in summer eases
the operation of autonomous platforms sampling within
the water column, as they have increasing access to satellite
services. Important opportunities for the ARCGOOS include
exploiting the current generation of autonomous platforms and
accelerated development of sensors for water column biology
and biogeochemistry and for fully autonomous, untended
atmospheric measurements including radiative fluxes, winds,
aerosols and clouds.

but significant progress has been made in data retrieval over leads
and polynyas (Laxon, 1994; Peacock and Laxon, 2004; Farrell
et al., 2012; Kwok and Morison, 2016; Anderson et al., 2018).
Satellite altimetry measurements have proven to be efficient for
monitoring the large-scale variability of ocean circulation in the
Arctic (e.g., Armitage et al., 2017).
While the spatial coverage of satellite altimetry data is
limited to leads and open ocean, the Gravity Recovery and
Climate Experiment (GRACE) and its follow-on (GRACE-FO)
missions provide basin-wide observations of monthly ocean
mass variations that also reveal changes in Arctic Ocean
circulation patterns (Volkov and Landerer, 2013; Peralta-Ferriz
and Morison, 2014). Subtracting GRACE records from altimetric
sea level yields estimates of the steric sea level variability (due to
density changes), which are indicative of changes in the Arctic
Ocean freshwater content (Häkkinen and Proshutinsky, 2004;
Giles et al., 2012; Morison et al., 2012). The combined use
of satellite derived geostrophic surface currents and subsurface
velocities derived from hydrography data makes it possible to
routinely monitor the volume transport of the warm and saline
Atlantic Water in the Nordic Seas (Chafik et al., 2015; Raj et al.,
2018). In the near-future, progress can be made with wide-swath
Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) interferometric
altimetry mission, scheduled for launch in 2021. With a spatial
resolution of about 10 km this mission will further enhance our
knowledge about mesoscale and coastal zone dynamics (e.g., Fu
and Ferrari, 2008). High-resolution surface velocity data from
Synthetic Aperture Radar data (SAR) is another potential source
of information about ocean circulation (Chapron et al., 2005;
Johannessen et al., 2008; Hansen et al., 2012). Other satellite
sensors provide information on, for example, phytoplankton
blooms, sea surface temperature and salinity, albedo, and
surface wind speeds.
In addition to identification of SBAs and the resulting
ARCGOOS objectives, the engagement of local communities
is also critical to implementation. Many communities already
maintain a persistent presence in key areas for the observing
system, and could thus inform and support the sustained
collection of high-quality in situ measurements. Furthermore, the
efficient operation of autonomous platforms depends highly on
local logistics, such that a sustained measurement program would
benefit greatly from partnerships with communities near the
target region. By nature, community-based monitoring programs
tend to focus on those issues of greatest concern to local
stakeholders, thus having considerable potential to influence
on-the-ground management activities e.g., acoustic pollution
from seismic surveys. It is found that CBM programs inform
decisions at local, regional and national levels and often provide
insight into processes and changes not captured in agency
or research-driven monitoring programs. An evaluation of the
capabilities, good practice and challenges of CBM programs is
provided by Danielsen et al. (2018). Engagement surrounding
implementation might also establish relationships that guide
analyses and enhance uptake of the resulting products.
Although not a direct component of the sustained observing
system, focused, limited-duration process studies will continue
to be crucial for advancing understanding of the marine system
and informing the evolution of ARCGOOS. Examples include
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

EXAMPLES
There are many broad and important efforts underway regionally
and topically. These include, for example, observing systems
characterizing Arctic gateways (Fram Strait, e.g., Soltwedel et al.,
2013; Hansen et al., 2013; Rabe et al., 2013; Sagen et al., 2016;
de Steur et al., 2018; Bering Strait, e.g., Woodgate,. 2018; Davis
Strait, e.g., Curry et al., 2014), a network of distributed, drifting
Ice Tethered Profilers (e.g., Toole et al., 2011) and observing
systems under the PAG, such as the DBO (see Moore and
Grebmeier, 2018). Basin-wide Arctic Ocean observations are
particularly challenging, but efforts such as the NABOS (e.g.,
Polyakov et al., 2017) and the INTAROS are leading the way.
These examples demonstrate that international collaboration
with common scientific and logistical work components is
crucial for meeting the challenges of the complexity of natural
systems, demanding specific tailored observing systems suitable
for Arctic conditions. They offer successful models for operating
and sustaining systems driven by science choices, motivated
by immediate SBAs.
Fisheries potential and sound management in the Pacific
sector of the Arctic Ocean requires understanding how the
marine ecosystem will respond to seasonal shifts in the timing
of spring sea ice retreat and/or delays in fall sea ice formation.
To more systematically track the broad biological response to sea
ice retreat and associated environmental change, an international
consortium of scientists implemented a coordinated DBO that
includes selected biological measurements at multiple trophic
levels (Moore and Grebmeier, 2018). These measurements are
being made simultaneously with hydrographic surveys and
satellite observations. The DBO focuses on biological “hotspot”
15
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• National, local, and Indigenous governments are receiving
focused, meaningful information about long term change
and variability from an observing system that supports
planning and decision-making for community health
and sustainability;
• The global community of Arctic and non-Arctic countries
is furnished with data from Arctic observing networks
that guides long-term planning to minimize the impacts
of environmental hazards associated with a rapidly
changing Arctic;
• Resource management agencies access reliable long-term
records available to inform prudent management action
and policy;
• Emergency response organizations draw on a suite of
near real-time environmental observations that guide
emergency response and hazard mitigation efforts;
• The global community is able to trace the impacts and
determine the efficacy of international treaty systems and
mitigative measures meant to address the negative impacts
of climate change by drawing on an observing system with
the requisite sensitivity and resolution.

locations in the Bering and Chukchi Seas. From European side
intensive environmental and ecosystem monitoring programs are
carried out in the Barents Sea used for resource management in
this important region for fisheries in Norway and Russia.
The internationally coordinated NABOS has focused on the
detection of Arctic Ocean change in the Eurasian Basin. The
program’s primary monitoring tool is a series of moorings and
quasi-synoptic oceanographic surveys to quantify circulation,
water mass transformations, and key mechanisms of variability
in the Arctic Ocean, including links to lower-latitude processes.
The observing array captured several warming events in
the Atlantic Water layer, and a general weakening of the
stratification in this sector of the Arctic (Carmack et al., 2015).
As successful as these programs are, they are still reliant
on the good will of independent Arctic nations to allow for
international monitoring efforts within their territorial seas or
exclusive economic zones.
Integrated Arctic Observation System involves 48 partners
from 20 different countries to contribute to the development
of an INTAROS addressing ocean, atmosphere and land.
With a focus on coordination, observing system assessments
and data integration for user applications. INTAROS aims to
produce a roadmap for a sustained Arctic observing that will
encompass coordination, data collection, data handling, and
services benefiting specific stakeholders.
These regional and topical efforts are not presently framed
within a unified strategy for synthesis (e.g., Behrendt et al.,
2018) or network development. Beyond advancing more
coordination of existing efforts (capabilities-based approaches),
we recommend requirements-driven approaches, which require
a shared assessment system to identify and weigh priorities.

The different assessments, planning processes, and systems
referenced above provide a foundation for a multi-function
ARCGOOS. The functions associated with an ARCGOOS
(Figure 1) for a subset of all SBAs, serve broad and diverse
end user and scientific communities. The considerations in this
review paper strongly support the establishment of ARCGOOS
with the following benefits:

With this review paper a foundation has been laid for
the design and optimization of ARCGOOS leveraging existing
system components at the international level. SAON in particular
has emerged as the entity that is both tasked and capable –
with additional resources emerging following the second Arctic
Science Ministerial in October 2018 – to address this challenge.
Collaboration and coordination with national, regional, and local
efforts, and global observing programs such as GEOSS, GCOS,
GOOS, and others is essential. A further critical component to
observing system success is to ensure relevance of the system to
the people of the Arctic. The latter can only be achieved through
co-design and co-management of such a system and the data
it produces. Recent assessments by Johnson et al. (2015) and
Williams et al. (2018) as well as a survey of best practices by Fidel
et al. (2017) and Danielsen et al., 2018 point the way on how
to achieve these outcomes through integration of communitybased observations.
We conclude with a few specific recommendations drawn
from this review article and some of the documents and
initiativesthis work draws on.

• The scientific community has at its disposal decadal
scale observations of a broad array of variables that
describe the state and dynamics of core Arctic socialenvironmental systems in order to track and anticipate
major changes, inform model development, and support
validation of remote sensing data and model output, and
advance our understanding of an environment undergoing
transformative, globally relevant change;
• Arctic residents and communities can rely on a
combination of community-based monitoring and
sustained pan-Arctic sensor-based observations to help
them understand and respond to a rapidly changing
Arctic, preparing for rapid- and slow-onset hazards and
supporting sustainable development;

Recommendation 1: While progress has been made in
several disciplines or sectors, what is lacking is a framework
that facilitates and supports coordinated implementation
and integration of observing system components that
fill critical thematic, regional, or trans-sectoral gaps. We
recognize that an Arctic Ocean observing system will
require such a framework that allows for the optimization,
modification, and integration of existing observing
programs and networks to go hand in hand with design
and implementation of new observing components.
Quantitative, simulation-based frameworks for optimal
observing network design (including, OSE, OSSE, OED)
should be advanced, matured and be made available as a
tool for supporting ARCGOOS efforts. Such an approach

VISION
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should build on capacity and leadership by SAON,
partnering with global observing programs and systems
(in particular those called out above) where appropriate.
Private-public partnerships and the approach taken by the
Copernicus, a European Program for the establishment of
capacity for earth observation, may serve as models and
incentives for increased attention needed at the level of
potential public and private sector funders of such activities.

and accessible through standard protocols, enabling a
wide range of software clients to utilize them, and must
be accompanied by a data license. The license will define
acceptable use of the data, and include a citation statement
linking back to the data providers giving them credit for
their datasets. There is a need for a governance structure
to coordinate the many ongoing initiatives in Spatial
Data Infrastructures (SDIs) for Arctic data to ensure all
future ARCGOOS data follow the FAIR Principles. SAON,
through its Arctic Data Committee, should take the lead
in establishing a pan-Arctic SDI in collaboration with the
major players in Arctic data management.

Recommendation 2: An emerging governance structure
under SAON will help minimize duplication, channel
resources, and support shared benefits. What is urgently
needed as a first step is international collaboration on
developing a roadmap for an integrated observing system
that meets user requirements as well as putting in place
components that draw on existing networks and help
maximize shared benefits in the near- and mid-term. The
AOS and venues such as OceanObs need to be drawn
upon as platforms to advance exchange and define specific
action. AOS6 in particular provides a forum for different
user groups, engineers and sensor network designers,
and the broader research community to come together
and make progress with some of the thornier issues,
that require intense, focused input and reconciliation
of different approaches. The Arctic-themed Community
White Papers submitted to OceanObs’19 illustrate both the
breadth of contributions and the potential for developing
closer links and optimization along regional or sectoral
interfaces. Beyond these surveys, a commitment toward
parsing and consolidation of planning efforts is needed.

Recommendation 5: To ensure societal relevance, address
critical capacity issues, and acknowledge relevant expertise
and authority, Indigenous peoples of the Arctic and
Arctic residents need to be involved in the definition,
design, and implementation of an Arctic Ocean observing
system; co-design of the system, co-management of
resulting data products, and integration of communitybased observations into the observing system fabric best
serve this goal.
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